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Clue 5

Let’s get some last cutting done before we start to put our blocks and quilt together. This is 
the last cutting we have to do so please follow the chart for your size. We will be cutting 
our MEDIUM and DARK fabrics.

(Note: FOR THE LAP-I rummaged through my scraps and found another MEDIUM 5” 
square that I cut down to a 4-5/8” square. If you have a scrap you can use, you only need 
to cut 1 MEDIUM strip 4-5/8” x WOF.)  You can cut these at 4-3/4” if it is easier and cut 
down if you need to. I used 4-3/4” and was happy, but 4-5/8” is perfect.

These squares become the centre squares for your blocks. Let’s get busy and use these 
now to sew our blocks together. 

Firstly, let’s do the kite block. Using the remainder of your completed “kite” template units 
and the MEDIUM squares we cut above, sew your square in the centre with your DARK 
wings touching your centre square. Then complete the “kite” block as follows:

  

You will use the “kite” units from clue 4, and these centre units to form the block. This isn’t 
formed like a traditional block (top, middle, bottom), it is formed with the two outside corner 
blocks, and sewn “on point”, so you are actually sewing on the diagonal.

Easy once you get the hang of it. 

Lap Twin Queen King

MEDIUM 4-5/8” strips 1 2 3 4

-cut to 4-5/8” squares 9 18 21 36

DARK 6-1/2” strips 2 3 4 6

-cut to 6-1/2” squares 10 17 21 36
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The second block is VERY easy in comparison. We will be using the larger DARK square 
cut above and the traditional star units we made in Cue 1 to form the centre unit of this 
block with the wings touching the centre block.

Then, starting in the top left corner with the “kite” block, lay out your quilt alternating 
blocks. Your second row will start with the “X” block and alternate with the “kite” block as in 
row one. Repeat these two rows until your blocks are gone.

Lap Twin Queen King

Blocks ACROSS 4 5 6 9

Blocks DOWN 5 7 7 8
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Here is a drawing of the LAP:                           

         

Here is my king version. I changed my mind on the border, using my MEDIUM instead of 
the light as I had originally planned.
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I used a 4-1/2” border all around for a lovely “frame” border. If you choose to border like I 
did, here are your measurements:

And your binding requirements:

Hope you love this quilt as much as I do. It is currently on my bed. I can’t wait to see yours 
completed!!!

Lap Twin Queen King

4-1/2” strips 7 8 9 11

Lap Twin Queen King

2-1/2” strips 7 8 9 11


